
Lesson Plan 11-12-2012
Number of Pupils: 12

Book: Primary Colours 1 Unit: 6B        Pgs.56-57

Aims:
- To practise the present simple and routines
 
- To teach the names of the days of the week

Time: 40 minutes

Language Used:

- Present Simple (routines)
- I go home by bus/car/bike/on foot
- I come to school
- do my homework, play football, watch TV
- Days of the week

Time: Action: Objective: Notes:

10 min

I pair the pupils up into
pairs of boy + girl, we
sing the "I like fish"
song from the previous
lesson

- Revision of last lesson's
vocabulary
 
- A fun way to help the
children prepare for the
lesson

Sing the song
with the
children the first
time, then let
them continue
alone for the
remaining
repetitions

5 min

I tell the children about
a normal day for me. I
use words that we will
learn today in class. (E.
g. "I go to school by
car." "After school I
watch TV." "Then I go
swimming.")

- Children see the target
language being used in
"real life"
 
- Children are exposed to
the language for the first
time
 
- Children have an
example to copy

Remember to
use language
from the lesson.
Keep it simple!

12 mins

- Pupils open their
books on page 56
- We read through the
phrases from exercise
one together and point
at the pictures

- The children produce the
language for the first time
with my help
 
- We point at the pictures
to help the children
remember the words

- Try to limit the
children to the
vocabulary
used in ex. 1.
Keep it simple!
 
- Remember to
give positive
feedback to
EVERY
student!!!

I ask a few of the
stronger students to talk
about their day to the
class

- The children have an
example from their peers.
Seeing and hearing this
helps them believe that
THEY can do it too

The children all work in
pairs to tell each other
about their day.

The children produce the
language by themselves.
This helps them to feel
independent and
successful.



5 min

- I ask the students
what day of the week it
is today. Then I ask
them what day it was
yesterday, and what
day it will be tomorrow.
- I ask the children
questions like: "What
day do we have English
lessons?" "What days
do we NOT have
school?" "What days
DO we have school?"
"What's your favourite
day?"

The children produce the
target vocab, and I can
see which students are
stronger or weaker on this
specific language point

Remember to
MIME words
like "today,"
"yesterday" and
"tomorrow"

8 min

- We read through the
Chant in ex. 2 together
- I play the recording
and we start the chant. I
go through the whole
chant with them once,
then I let them do it
alone twice more.

- The children get
controlled practice of the
target language
- The rhythm of the chant,
plus the repetition of the
words, will help them
remember the vocabulary

Give plenty of
praise and
positive
feedback to the
children!!


